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Abstract
Alcohol consumption is prohibited in Iran and it has caused many problems
in various fields. This research is done to evaluate a new qualitative screening
kit (for rapid detection of alcoholic beverages from nonalcoholic liquids) and to
avoid more wasting time and money. For this purpose, the ethanol content of
839 suspected liquids prepared from the alcohol lab of legal medicine (Guilan
province, Iran) was measured by a gas chromatography apparatus. At the
same time, a newly designed kit based on the sulfochromic acid method was
also used to separate negative samples (with ethanol equal or less than 3%
volume/volume) from the others. Out of 839 samples, the ethanol content of
163 (19.43%) cases was appraised negatively. While most of the samples (676
cases or 80.57%) had ethanol more than 3% (positive results) with a mean of
21.68mg/L. Three samples (0.36%) had high levels of methanol which were
interpreted as false positive due to the nonspecificity of the used method.
Our results suggest the used kit has suitable efficiency for screening ethanol
content of suspected liquids because the negative results of the kit have definite
diagnostic value. However, a confirmative test (like gas chromatography) is
needed for validation of the positive results.
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Abbreviations
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Performance Liquid Chromatography; LMO: Legal Medicine
Organization; NPV: Negative Predictive Value; PPV: Positive
Predictive Value; SPSS: Statistical package for social science; V/V:
Volume/Volume

Introduction
Production, trade, and consumption, of alcoholic drinks, are
prohibited in Iran and there are severe punishments for them.
But, these penalties not only have been unable to decrease alcohol
consumption in Iran society but also, have been lead to increase
usage of poor-quality alcohol (fake and homemade) that can be
accompanied by many dangers including methanol intoxication
[1,2]. One of the tasks of the police in Iran is the confiscation of
suspected liquids to alcoholic drink and the determination of their
owners’ legal status by measuring the ethanol concentration in them.
To measure their ethanol content, the mentioned fluids are referred
to Legal Medicine Organization (LMO). Based on the Iran Legal
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protocols, liquids with 3% volume/volume (v/v) ethanol or less are
not considered being alcoholic beverages at all, and their owners
should be released immediately. But, the owners of solutions contains
ethanol more than 3% v/v must be referred to the judicial system for
the continuation of the legal proceeding [3,4]. But, due to different
reasons, measuring the amount of ethanol of samples is so timeconsuming that put makes their owners waiting for the final court
order.
Like methanol, different advanced methods including HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Gas ChromatographyMass Spectrometry (GC-MS), and usually Gas Chromatography
(GC) are currently used to detect or quantify ethanol in different
samples including alcoholic beverages [5-11]. Likewise, biological
and chemical methods are used for this purpose too [12-18]. GC is
usually used as a gold standard method for the quantitative analysis
of alcohol in Iran and worldwide [19]. Application of these methods
is almost time-consuming and costly and need very expensive
devices and high technical knowledge that make them inapplicable in
common laboratories with many samples per day [1,2,5-10,19].
For these reasons, now a day rapid and chemical methods have
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been widely considered for different purposes due to their simplicity,
easiness, low cost, short operation time and etc [13]. Accordingly, the
accessibility to an easy method for quick screening of these samples
and separating negative cases from positive ones (based on a cutoff
point) to avoid spending a lot of time and money can be a great
advantage.
So, in this study, the ethanol content of 839 samples was measured
to evaluate the efficacy of a newly designed kit. For this purpose, the
GC method was used as a gold standard. Lastly, the gained results
by the kit and GC methods were compared together to confirm kit
ability and final conclusion.

Materials and Methods
In this study, 839 suspected liquids to alcoholic beverages were
used as samples. They had been discovered by police (Gilan province,
Iran) between April 2017 and May 2018 and were referred to the
LMO of Rasht, Guilan province, Iran. Their ethanol contents were
determined by both kit and GC methods. The obtained results by
both techniques were compared together and the kit function was
approved by comparison with the GC method. The technicians of
each section were blind to the results obtained by another division.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software version 24
(IBM Corporations, Chicago, Ill, USA).
Apparatus
A GC apparatus (Shimadzum 148, Japan) was used to determine
the ethanol content of the samples. This device contained a packed
column and FID detector. To performance of the tests, 0.2µL of
the diluted (1:100) samples were manually injected to GC by 1µL
Hamilton syringe. The GC injector and detector temperatures were
set at 180°C and 210°C, respectively. No internal standard was
applied.
Chemicals
The samples (839 suspected fluids) were prepared from alcohol
lab of Rasht LMO. To evaluate the ethanol contents of samples by
GC, a mix standard solution with 320mg/dL of methanol and ethanol
was prepared from with Merck Company (Darmstadt, Germany)
trademark. Also, a newly designed kit produced by Arya Mabna
Tashkhis Co., Tehran, Iran, was used to qualitatively detect ethanol
content of the samples. This kit is designed based on traditional
sulfochromic acid method and contains two reactants (a diluent
buffer and one color reactant) and an instruction brochure in the
pack.
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diagnostic tests, the PPV and NPV should be proportional with the
true positive and negative results, respectively. In this research, the
accuracy of the newly designed test measured by two area under the
ROC curve. The value of this index can be variable between 0 and
1. An area of 1 represents a perfect test; by decreasing the value of
this index the test becomes more worthless. Although, positive and
negative likelihood, roc area and chance ratio were calculated in the
same real and virtual incidences too, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV
and NPV are more discussed in continue.

Results
Out of 839 samples, 72 (8.58%) cases had not ethanol and the
ethanol content of 91 (10.85%) cases was determined less than
30000mg/L (3% v/v). In other words, 163 (19.43%) cases were
determined as negative outcome (nonalcoholic drink). The most
of these samples (676 cases or 80.57%) had ethanol more than 3%
v/v that was evaluated as positive result (alcoholic drinks). Table 1
shows the analytical quality assurance of the kit including four main
parameters (sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV).
As it is visible, the kit has maximum (100%) or high values in
sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV. The other analytical quality
assurance parameters were seemed suitable as well. The gained results
confirmed that the used chemical method had enough validity and
could be applied for similar conditions.

Discussion
Consuming alcoholic beverages is banned in Iran (2, 19-21).
Based on Iran laws, the existence of ethanol more than 3% v/v in a
confiscated liquid by police has heavy penalties and its owner must
be prosecuted. For this reason, abundant suspected fluids are daily
examined in LMO of Iran labs to report their ethanol contents to the
judiciary system which is associated with spending a lot of time and
money of arrested people. Sometimes or at certain times of the year, all
these problems are increased which can be accompanied by methanol
intoxication outbreaks too. So, having access to a cheap, rapid, and
easy method for screening suspected liquids based on their ethanol
contents can be very helpful to avoid wasting time and money.

Procedure of the Kit

In this study, the efficacy of a newly designed kit was compared
with the GC method (gold standard) by using 839 samples prepared
from LMO (Guilan province, Iran) alcohol lab. Due to the novelty of
the used kit and lack of similar studies, the comparison of our results
with previously published ones is practically impossible and from this
point of view, the proposed kit and the related presented data seem
to be justly unique.

According to the brochure of the kit, 50µL of each sample was
poured into a test tube with 1ml of A reactant (diluent buffer).
Then, 1mL of B reactant (color reactant) was added to the test tube
and shaken hardly to mix. After one minute, the final result was
concluded as positive (turquoise color) or negative (different colors
except turquoise or colorless) according to the appeared color.

Generally, the kit has calibrated in such a way that the contents
of ethanol more than 3% v/v to be evaluated as positive which will
be visible as different intensities of turquoise color. Whereas, other
concentrations be considered negative that can be seen as different
colors (except turquoise) or colorless. In other words, the value
30000mg/L is the cut-off point of the kit.

Study measures

The examined samples were very different and consisted of a mix
of industrial (which were illegally imported to the country), homemade kinds (produced by local winemakers), medical alcohol and
etc. Therefore, large amounts of methanol were expected in some of
them. GC results showed, three cases (0.36%) of them contained huge

Key indexes in this study were sensitivity, specificity, Positive
Predictive Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV). The
sensitivity and specificity of a qualitative test refer to its ability to
correctly identify the positive and negative results, respectively. In the
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amounts (700,000; 870,000 and 920,000 mg/L) of methanol (more
than European standards) which is very dangerous and was lead to
gain false-positive results due to the lack of complete specificity of the
sulfochromic method for ethanol. Methanol is cheap and available
alcohol that is sometimes sold with along ethanol or alone (instead
of it) for more profit and can be caused intoxication [1,19]. The mean
ethanol content of total 839 samples was 11.29mg/L (0-96.5% v/v).
This amount in the group of samples with positive results (ethanol
concentration more than 3% v/v with 3.1-96.5% v/v of range) and
negative outcomes (equal or less than of 3% v/v), were 21.68 and 0.91
mg/L, respectively. Generally, the used samples and consequently,
gained results can be divided into three groups based on their ethanol
contents. The groups 1 and 2 were determined as negative, whereas,
the samples of group 3 evaluated as positive.
Accordingly, out of 839 tested samples, 72 (8.58%) cases had not
ethanol absolutely and were appraised negatively (group 1). While 91
(10.85%) cases had ethanol equal or less than 30000mg/L (3% v/v) that
they were evaluated negatively too (group 2). Therefore, 163 (19.43%)
cases were totally diagnosed as negative (nonalcoholic drink). But,
676 (80.57%) cases had ethanol more than 3% v/v that was evaluated
as positive result (group 3). In other words, although 767 (91.42%)
cases contained ethanol, 676 (80.57%) were evaluated as alcohol with
21.68 mg/L mean of ethanol concentration (alcoholic drinks), while
the mean of it in other countries is more than it (35-40% v/v) [22].
However, some of the examined samples had high contents of ethanol
(above 70% vol.) that can be due to their medical origin.
As is demonstrated in Table 1, the sensitivity and NPV of used kit
were 100% that is very ideal for a screening kit. The high sensitivity
(100%) indicates the negative obtained results are fully acceptable
and so, has definite diagnostic value which is in complete compliance
with the NPV result (100%). These results represent the high ability
of the kit in detection of negative samples. Therefore, obtaining
false negative result by this kit is impossible. On the other hand, the
specificity and PPV of kit are high (Table 1) which are acceptable for
a screening kit, however, it is deductible; gaining false positive result
by this kit is possible. Generally, according the screening nature of the
examined kit, the attained results are very ideal because, in use of it, all
samples with negative results will be removed from daily investigation
process and the cases with positive results will be re-examined with
confirming methods (like GC) to reach the final conclusion.
In addition, it should be noted that although this method is nonspecific and reacts with some other organic compounds (such as
Table 1: Validation of the kit.
With real incidence
(60%)

With virtual incidence
(10%)

Percent & 95% CI

Percent & 95% CI

Sensitivity

100 (99.4; 100)

100 (99.4; 100)

Specificity

74.1 (67.2; 80.5)

74.1 (67.2; 80.5)

PPV

93.5 (91.4; 95.2)

30.2 (25.2; 35.7)

NPV

100 (97.3; 100)

100 (97.3; 100)

Roc Area

0.872 (0.839; 0.904)

0.872 (0.839; 0.904)

Likelihood Ratio (+)

3.89 (3.03; 4.99)

3.89 (3.03; 4.99)

Likelihood Ratio (-)

-

-

Chance Ratio

-

-
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acetone, acetaldehyde and methanol), repetition of positive tests by
confirmatory methods (like GC) prevent their possible effects. The
used kit falsely detected 28 (3.3%) cases with ethanol content more
than 3% v/v, which was not confirmed by GC (False positive). These
inaccurate positive results may be due to existence of mentioned
interfering organic compounds in the examined samples. Overall,
to the best of our knowledge, in spite of many valuable reports on
different aspects of ethanol, no study has been presented about easy
and cheap methods for ethanol screening in liquids and the suggested
kit has enough sensitivity for separating samples with ethanol more
than 3% v/v from the samples with ethanol equal 3% v/v or less than
it.

Conclusion
In Iran black market of alcoholic beverages, the ethanol degree
is lower than other countries and maybe contains methanol
concentrations higher than the maximum recommended by EU.
Also, our results suggest that the newly designed kit is sufficiently
rapid and easy and has enough sensitivity and efficacy for screening of
ethanol content of beverages. Negative results of this kit indicate lack
of ethanol or existence of it up to 3% v/v and have definite diagnostic
value, albeit confirmation test (like GC) is needed for validation of the
gained positive results.
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